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Introduction to the Teacher

 it is important for students to continually work at improving their vocabularies. as they 
get older and communicate more with others, they need to have a vast vocabulary to help them 
with that communication.

 this book is intended to offer both the teacher and the parent lessons to help the student 
improve and enrich his or her vocabulary. For each unit in this book, there is a list of vocabulary 
words and the category in which they may fit. the list is then divided into four sections to allow 
the students to concentrate on a manageable number of words at one time. Most sections fea-
ture a page where students look up the meaning of the vocabulary word and write a sentence 
to go with the word. this also helps the student practice dictionary skills. these pages may be 
copied so the student can keep them in a three-ring binder to use as a resource when he or she 
is writing. each section also has skill pages where the student will use the vocabulary words 
just learned. Some sections include questions about the vocabulary or short writing pieces in 
which to practice the new vocabulary words.

 t eachers may use these activities when teaching vocabulary to the whole class as part 
of a writing workshop. they may also use these activities for students interested in improving 
their vocabularies as an enrichment activity.

 each unit can be used in order, or the units can be used in isolation.

introduction to the t eacher
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Improving Your Vocabulary

 the two ways to improve vocabulary are to read and write.

 in reading, you need to challenge yourself and read as much and as often as you can. 
the more you read and the more challenging the books, the more new vocabulary you will 
encounter.

 when you come to a new vocabulary word in your reading, there are several things you 
can do. t ry to pronounce the word. once you have the word sounded out, it may be a word that 
you have heard before and know the meaning of, but you have just not seen it in print. Look at 
the parts of the word; are there clues to the meaning from the base word and the prefixes and 
suffixes? You can also look for context clues to the meaning of the word. what have you been 
reading about; do the other words in the sentence help you with the meaning? Perhaps the 
information that came before this word is helpful. Look at the pictures, if it is a nonfiction book 
with pictures, and see if they help you figure out the meaning. t ry the dictionary or glossary in 
the book. Sometimes there are endnotes to help you pronounce the word and tell the meaning 
of the word.

 when you come to new vocabulary words in reading, keep a journal of these new words  
with the meanings of the words. t ry to use each new word several times in conversation and 
in your writing. this journal would also be a great place to keep new and unusual vocabulary 
words that you hear. write each one down, so when you have time to look up the definitions, 
you can include the meaning of each word.

 writing is another way to improve your vocabulary. the more you write, the more your 
vocabulary will grow. You will soon see that to have a well-written paper, you will need to know 
strong, interesting, and rich vocabulary words. Your writing will not be as interesting if you con-
tinue to use a lot, very, really, and things when there are many more specific and interesting 
vocabulary words to use. You can find words to substitute for overused words through your own 
word list or from a thesaurus.

 it is important to communicate well with others. having a large, interesting vocabulary 
will help you to accomplish this.

improving Your Vocabulary
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Occupations and Careers: Vocabulary List

 an occupation or career is the job you plan or hope to have as you get older. Some oc-
cupations require a college degree, and some do not. in some occupations, employees receive 
on-the-job training. t raining for other types of jobs is available at technical schools. there are 
many occupations that require even more than four years of college. it is necessary to get 
specialized training or a graduate degree to be qualified for some careers.

 secretary  gardener  ecologist   computerist

 reporter  diva   computer programmer surgeon

 engineer  accountant  dental hygienist  mathematician
 
 chef   firefighter  veterinarian   construction worker

 teacher  mechanic  physician   undertaker

 lawyer   principal  cartographer   optometrist

occupations and Careers: Vocabulary List

       
 salesperson  waitress  geologist   vendor

 nurse   executive  architect   professor

 doctor   pilot   psychiatrist   photographer

 forest ranger  waiter   maitre d’   decorator

 dentist   nanny   actor    pharmacist

 farmer   sailor   stockbroker   artisan

 police officer         auctioneer
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Name:  Date: 

Occupations and Careers 1: Matching

Directions:  Match each of the following words with its definition. write the word in the blank. 
Use a dictionary if necessary.

 secretary dentist engineer reporter chef   

 teacher nurse doctor farmer lawyer 

 salesperson forest ranger police officer

  1.  a person who cultivates land and grows crops

  2.  a person in charge of enforcing the laws of the area

  3.  a person employed to sell goods

  4.  a person who gives legal advice to clients

  5.  a person trained to care for the sick

  6.  a person who practices medicine as a physician, dentist, or 
veterinarian

  7.  a person trained and skilled in an area of engineering 

  8.  a person who takes care of clerical work and correspondence 
for an organization

  9.  a doctor who deals with teeth

10.  a person who gathers news and writes about it

11.  the chief cook

12.  a person who is hired by a school to instruct students

13.  a person who works for the government to supervise the 
wooded areas

occupations and Careers 1: Matching
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Name:  Date: 

Occupations and Careers 1: Sentences

Directions:  Complete the following sentences using the correct word.

 secretary dentist engineer reporter chef   

 teacher nurse doctor farmer lawyer 

 salesperson forest ranger police officer

  1. the  stood in front of the class and took attendance.

  2. i asked the  how much the earrings cost.

  3. the  stopped the speeding car.

  4. Did the  listen to your lungs with a stethoscope?

  5. i asked the school  if i could talk to the principal.

  6. the  at the restaurant wore a big white hat.

  7. Jeff said a  would defend the criminal in court.

  8. Sarah is a  and watches for fires in the woods from a tower.

  9. a  for the local paper came and interviewed our class.

10. our  at school does vision and hearing tests.

11. how many acres of land can the  plow in one day?

12. Did an  draw the plans for the new electrical system?

13. Laura had an appointment with her  to get her teeth cleaned.

which occupations do you think could be grouped together? why?

occupations and Careers 1: Sentences
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Name:  Date: 

Occupations and Careers 2: Matching

Directions:  Match the following careers with their definitions. 

 executive waitress principal gardener mechanic

 firefighter accountant nanny waiter pilot

 sailor diva

  1.  a person with financial skills

  2.  a person who fights fires

  3.  a person who takes care of lawns and flower beds

  4.  a man who serves customers in a restaurant

  5.  a person licensed to fly an airplane

  6.  a person who takes care of children

  7.  the head of a school

  8.  a person who navigates or operates a boat

  9.  a leading woman singer, especially in an opera

10.  a woman who serves customers in a restaurant

11.  a person of authority who works for a business

12.  a person who repairs machinery

Can both men and women work in these occupations? why or why not?

occupations and Careers 2: Matching
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Name:  Date: 

Occupations and Careers 2: Sentences

Directions:  Complete the following sentences using the correct word.

 executives waitress principal gardener mechanic

 firefighter accountant nanny waiter pilot

 sailor diva

  1. the little girl’s  took her to the park every day.

  2. Dad said that it was time to take the car in to the  for a tune-up.

  3. Not all  work in an office building; some work in their homes.

  4. Michelle would like to be an  and work with numbers.

  5. the  at our school makes the morning announcements.

  6. Kevin, our , took the dinner orders from everyone at the table.

  7. t odd is the  who drives the hook-and-ladder truck.

  8. the  of our plane told us to look out the window at the water-

fall.

  9. the singer was considered a  in the opera world.

10. anna joined the Navy and is now a  on an aircraft carrier.

11. a   must work very hard all spring and summer to keep the flow-

ers looking beautiful.

12. Midori just got her first job working in a restaurant as a .

which of these occupations are you interested in? why?

occupations and Careers 2: Sentences
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Name:  Date: 

Occupations and Careers 3:  Definitions

Directions:  Use a dictionary to look up the definitions of the following careers. write a short 
definition, and then write a sentence that goes with the definition.

  1. ecologist 

 

  2. computer programmer 

 

  3. dental hygienist 

 

  4. veterinarian 

 

  5. physician 

 

  6. cartographer 

 

  7. geologist 

 

  8. architect 

 

  9. psychiatrist 

 

10. maitre d’ 

 

11. actor 

 

12. stockbroker 

 

occupations and Careers 3: Definitions
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Name:  Date: 

Occupations and Careers 3: Sentences

Directions: Complete the following sentences using the correct word.

 veterinarian physician cartographer      ecologist architect 

 geologist psychiatrist maitre d’       actor stockbrokers

 computer programmer dental hygienists

  1. w e took our dog to the  to get her rabies shot.

  2. the  needed to learn his lines for the play.

  3. Dr. Sambula counsels his patients; he is a .

  4. Dr. McClean has several  who clean patients’ teeth.

  5. Mr. Klimstra is a  who studies rocks for a sand company.

  6. My brother is a   and draws maps for the army.

  7. Mrs. evans is an ; she works to keep the forest healthy.

  8. w e wouldn’t be able to play computer games if it weren’t for a .

  9. the  listened to my lungs in his office.

10. the  at the restaurant showed us to our table.

11.  buy and sell stocks for people.

12. when our family decided to build our house, we went to an  for 
the plans.

which of these occupations can be grouped together? why?

occupations and Careers 3: Sentences
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Name:  Date: 

Occupations and Careers 4: Definitions

Directions:  Use a dictionary to look up the definitions of the following careers. write a short 
definition, and then write a sentence that goes with the definition.

  1. computerist 

 

  2. surgeon 

 

  3. mathematician 

 

  4. construction worker 

 

  5. undertaker 

 

  6. optometrist 

 

  7. vendor 

 

  8. professor 

 

  9. photographer 

 

10. decorator 

 

11. pharmacist 

 

12. artisan 

 

13. auctioneer 

 

occupations and Careers 4: Definitions




